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Quote:

StarChild wrote:
Jeez! What are we griping about ratings now? First it was lack of comments and now this? What is
this Heromorph or Primadonna-morph? C'mon guys don't you really think you're taking this wayyyyy
too seriously? Remember this is a fanart site..a place where mostly amatuer artists show thier love of
art and comics. Nobody's getting paid for what they post and I really don't think what is or isn't said
about an individuals artwork is gonna make a difference in anyone's life. Hell, to hear you guys
complain because someone rated your picture and didn't comment or someone gave you an 8 after
getting 10's is kind of comical to me. The same thing happened to me as well but I don't get all bent
out of shape. I know my stuff isn't as good as alot of guys here including you and I accept that and I
very seldom get any comments or ratings but I do make the top ten from time to time so that means
that someone must like what I'm doing. Even if I didn't, it's not gonna stop me from posting and
getting what you consider to be low ratings isn't gonna stop you either. Remember in America we
have the right to vote annonumously without question..it saves time, feelings and one's own sense of
privacy. 

I agree with Star 100%. I've never gotten a top 10, but on occasion I have gotten an 8 or 9 rating for
a few things that I've posted here. Yet, mostly I don't get hardly any ratings at all, but it doesn't bother
me. I'm going to continue to post to have fun and be inspired by others here to improve as should we
all. 
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